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Introduction 

Source of Law means “the roots of the law”, “cause of the law”, “the things from which the laws 

have been taken”. In the context of jurisprudence, the Sanskrit word Sindhu has been considered 

the origin of the word „Hindu‟. A Hindu is an adherent of Hinduism. 

The personal laws which governed and are even now governing the social life of Hindus (such as 

marriage and divorce, adoption, inheritance, minority and guardianship, family matters, etc.) are 

compiled in the form of Hindu Law. It is believed that Hindu law is a divine law. 

 Hindu law has been established by the people, not for the purpose of removing any crime or 

transgression from society but it was established so that the people will follow it in order to 

attain salvation. Originally Hindu law was established so that the need of the people gets 

fulfilled. The concept was initiated for the welfare of the people. 

It was revealed to the people by God through Vedas. Various sages and ascetics have elaborated 

and refined the abstract concepts of life explained in the Vedas. 

Hindu law is considered to be the most ancient and prolific law in the world. It has been around 

every phase. The study of sources of Hindu Law is the study of various phases of its 

development which gave it new derives and vigour, enabled it to conform to the changing needs. 

It came to sub serves the needs of pastoral people and now it has come to subserve the needs of 

modern welfare society. It is about 6000 years old. During the study of sources of Hindu Law we 

find that it is the mixture of various phases. It is the study of pre textual period where people 



were not aware to write anything in a particular manner as well as study of epigraphic sources 

where things were written or in scripted on different type of metals, stone, wall and leaf of the 

trees. It is notable that the schools of Hindu law and Sources of Hindu Law are interconnected. 

However, the Sources of Hindu Law are also very interconnected together. Without knowing the 

Schools of Hindu Law the Source cannot be identified. Therefore, we shall discuss this in 

upcoming paragraph that how above are interconnected. 

Classification of Sources 

 There is the two-fold classification of the sources of the Hindu law.  

I.   Ancient Sources 

 II. Modern Sources 

 

 

 

I. Ancient Sources  

 Ancient sources are the source that developed the concept of Hindu law in ancient times. It is 

further classified into four categories: 

 Shruti 



 Smriti 

 Digest and Commentaries, and 

 Custom  

 

II. Modern Sources 

 Modern Sources are categorized with following three heads: 

 Principles of equity, justice and good conscience 

 Precedent and 

 Legislation 

I. Ancient Sources  

(A) Shruti 

The term Shruti means what has been heard. It contains the sacred words of the god. This source 

is considered to be the most important and essential source of all. Shruti‟s are the sacred pure 

utterance that has been enshrined in the Vedas and the Upanishads. They have religious nexus 

with a person and helps him in a way to attain the knowledge of salvation and incarnation. It is 

considered to be the primitive source containing the knowledge of the law.  

It literally means that which has been heard. The word is derived from the root “shru” which 

means „to hear‟. In theory, it is the primary and paramount source of Hindu law and is believed 

to be the language of the divine revelation through the sages. No written Material available at the 

primitive stage. So the primary way to communicate the knowledge was orally by the sages to 

their families and disciples, which supplemented it and carried it forward. This knowledge of 

Shruti becomes Veda. 

The synonym of shruti is Veda. It is derived from the root “vid” meaning „to know‟. The term 

Veda is based on the tradition that they are the repository of all knowledge. There are four Vedas 

namely; 

1.Rig Veda (containing hymns in Sanskrit to be recited by the chief priest), 

2. Yajurva Veda (containing formulas to be recited by the officiating priest),  

3.Sama Veda (containing verses to be chanted by seers) and  

4.Atharva Veda (containing a collection of spells and incantations, stories, predictions, 

apotropaic charms and some speculative hymns).  

Originally there were only the first three Vedas And Atharvedas was added later.Rigveda is 

considered a tree of which the offshoots are Yajurveda and Samveda. 



Vedas was not basic law. This has given the basic concept of „Dharma‟ which stated  the basic 

way of life. Vedas described Hindu society and made up of patriarchal families. Each family was 

considered a unit of which the Head was the oldest living ascendant called‟Grihpati‟. Vedas is 

now accepted to e 4000-1000 B .C. 

Each Veda has three parts viz. Sanhita (which consists mainly of the hymns), Brahmin (tells us 

our duties and means of performing them) and Upanishad (containing the essence of these 

duties). The shrutis include the Vedas along with their components.  

In sum ,The Shruti (or the Vedas) depict the life of our early ancestors, their way of life, their 

way of thinking, their customs, their thought, but does not deal with rules of law in any 

systematic manner. 
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